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Update of the National Artificial Intelligence Research and Development Strategic Plan

Anthropic welcomes the opportunity to provide feedback to the Office of Science and
Technology Policy (OSTP) in response to a Request for Information (RFI) on updates to the
National Artificial Intelligence Research and Development Strategic Plan. Our submission
focuses on recent developments in artificial intelligence (AI) research, and how the federal
government can foster a more competitive research and development (R&D) environment
through additional support of four existing strategies.

Anthropic is an AI safety and research company working to build reliable, interpretable, and
steerable AI systems. We’re an organization with backgrounds in research, engineering, and
policy, and we approach AI development from a cross-disciplinary perspective. Our founding
team previously worked at OpenAI, where they helped develop a large-scale language model
called “GPT-3,” which played a key role in the recent rise of more general AI systems.

In this response, we provide a brief overview of some of the technical advancements made since
the 2019 Update that demonstrate just how quickly progress moves in AI. We argue that who
drives (and ultimately benefits from) this progress has become increasingly unequal over the past
decade, with a larger concentration of AI development driven by a small number of industry
actors. As a result, the development of AI systems and the broader ecosystem that surrounds
them are primarily influenced by commercial priorities, which do not necessarily reflect the
needs of the public.

The lack of broad public participation in AI development, coupled with an insufficient AI
assurance ecosystem, threaten not only a competitive R&D environment, but also public trust in
AI more broadly. The federal government can rectify these challenges by bolstering support for
current areas in the Strategic Plan: long-term investments in AI research (Strategy 1), shared
public infrastructure for AI training and testing (Strategy 5), developing trusted AI measurement
initiatives (Strategy 6), and using those efforts to validate that AI systems are safe and secure
(Strategy 4).
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Since the 2019 Update, AI Research has Made Tremendous, Unexpected Progress

As articulated in the 2019 Update, progress in AI was – until that point – largely driven by
“narrow” AI systems that demonstrated strong performance on specific tasks (typically basic
classification or pattern-recognition tasks), while more general-purpose AI systems remained
elusive. Less than one year after the 2019 Update was written, OpenAI released a language
model called “GPT-3”1, a system that could read, write, and classify text, and could be
programmed via people giving it instructions in natural language.

GPT-3 and the models that followed (e.g. Microsoft and NVIDIA’s “Megatron Turing-NLG”2,
DeepMind’s “Gopher,”3 etc.) represent a new class of general AI systems. Crucially, they are
generative AI systems – instead of simply classifying or recognizing patterns in existing data, AI
can now generate original data. This data often takes the form of written content (or for some
models, synthetic imagery), and can be produced at such a high degree of quality that it is, in
some cases, indistinguishable from data created by humans. These models represent a
fundamental shift in the capabilities of AI systems and have altered the trajectory for frontier
research and development in AI.

Timeline of public disclosures of GPT-3 scale dense language models4

This new class of general models has made remarkable progress towards a number of goals
described in the 2016 Strategic Plan, which were considered “still far” off at the time the Plan
was written. These systems come much closer to the “flexibility and versatility of human
intelligence in a broad range of cognitive domains,” than what was envisioned in the Strategic
Plan and its subsequent Update. For example, they can increase the efficiency of software

4 Ganguli, D., et al. (2022). Predictability and Surprise in Large Generative Models. arXiv.
https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.07785

3 Rae, J. W., et al. (2021). Scaling Language Models: Methods, Analysis & Insights from Training Gopher. arXiv.
https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.11446

2 Smith, S., et al. (2022). Using DeepSpeed and Megatron to Train Megatron-Turing NLG 530B, A Large-Scale
Generative Language Model. arXiv. https://arxiv.org/abs/2201.11990

1 Brown, T. B., et al. (2020). Language Models are Few-Shot Learners. arXiv. https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.14165
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engineers in computer programming tasks5 and generate creative and original images from plain
text descriptions6. In the three years since the Update, developers have built a growing number of
systems that can do the tasks the Strategic Plan considered aspirational – in the case of
generative language models (e.g. those represented above), today’s frontier AI systems are able
to read and summarize text, answer questions about complex technical subjects, and generate
original prose.

Research and development in AI has progressed far more quickly than what was anticipated in
the 2016 Strategic Plan and the subsequent 2019 Update; we now have systems that can
successfully complete a variety of tasks without explicit training. This rate of progress,
potentially accelerated by enhanced government support, suggests a future of increasingly
powerful general AI systems. Breakthroughs in AI R&D now occur far too quickly for
national strategic plans to be updated on a three-year cadence; without detailed and timely
information about AI progress, the federal government risks missing critical research priorities
and areas for additional investment7. A more frequent review of the Strategic Plan could help
translate real-time research findings into actionable recommendations that support a competitive
R&D environment.

Rapid Progress in AI Has Been Isolated to a Handful of Private Organizations

Despite the recent influx of large-scale general systems, only a small number of highly-resourced
organizations are able to develop them. Today, these models are developed by private companies,
either established technology firms or smaller startups, with academic institutions and public
sector organizations notably missing. This is largely due to the resource-intensity of these
systems. Developers must have access to sufficient amounts of computing power (compute) to
train these models, which can cost on the order of several millions of dollars4 and far exceed
academic research budgets for this sort of work.

Beyond the significant cost, AI systems have become so large that they’re increasingly unwieldy
to train. Where systems were once able to fit on a single processor, today’s frontier systems must
be distributed across massive clusters of processors working in parallel, requiring highly
sophisticated software engineering skills8. Unlike other stakeholders in AI development, industry
actors have access to both large R&D budgets and exceptional engineering talent. This has
created a dynamic where a small number of industry actors drives an increasing portion of
computationally-intensive AI research.

8 Lohn, A., & Musser, M. (2022). AI and Compute - How Much Longer Can Computing Power Drive Artificial
Intelligence Progress? Center for Security and Emerging Technology.
https://cset.georgetown.edu/publication/ai-and-compute/

7 Whittlestone, J., & Clark, J. (2021). Why and How Governments Should Monitor AI Development. arXiv.
https://arxiv.org/abs/2108.12427

6 OpenAI. (2021, January 5). DALL·E: Creating Images from Text. https://openai.com/blog/dall-e/
5 GitHub. (2021). GitHub Copilot. https://copilot.github.com/
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(Left) The amount of compute required by major AI projects over time is increasing exponentially for both academic
(blue) and industrial (orange) projects. (Right) The proportion of large-scale AI results from academia is steadily
decreasing. Blue curve represents a Lowess fit to the data4.

As costs to build frontier AI systems have grown largely out of reach for academic stakeholders,
public funding for university R&D has lagged, exacerbating an already unequal playing field for
model development. With data from the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD), ITIF found that the United States ranked 24th out of 36 nations in terms
of government funding for university R&D, as a portion of gross domestic product. The study
also found that the United States would need to spend an additional $90 billion per year to match
the university R&D spending of the 1st place country (Norway)9.

These two interrelated factors – increased costs to build advanced AI systems and
insufficient public funding for non-commercial research – have created a vastly unequal
R&D landscape that requires federal intervention. Without additional investment directed
towards public organizations, the future of AI development will be controlled by a handful of
private actors, primarily motivated by commercial interests.

Commercial Incentives Influence the Systems that Get Built and the Broader Ecosystem

Due to the incentives of private industry, corporate organizations may be more inclined to
prioritize profitable deployments over systems with fewer economic use cases but broader
societal benefit. In contrast, academia may be motivated more by the pursuit of knowledge than
profit, and has more immediate access to varied expertise for interdisciplinary research and
evaluation of AI systems4. A thriving R&D environment – where both industry and academia

9 Atkinson, R. D., & Gawora, K. (2021, April 12). U.S. University R&D Funding Falls Further Behind OECD
Peers. Information Technology & Innovation Foundation.
https://itif.org/publications/2021/04/12/us-university-rd-funding-falls-further-behind-oecd-peers
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can participate fully – will require a concerted effort to bolster Strategies 1 and 5 of the Strategic
Plan.

Beyond having an outsize role in determining the types of systems that get created, industry
actors aren’t generally in the business of creating measurement and monitoring infrastructure for
a broad range of AI technologies. While individual companies may create methods to evaluate
their own systems in isolation, there’s little incentive to build the broader ecosystem to critically
evaluate AI models for safety or public benefit. Where other stakeholders (e.g. public sector,
academia, civil society, etc.) might otherwise step in and fill that void, they lack the resources to
build these models and access them directly.

We refer to this measurement and monitoring infrastructure as an “assurance ecosystem,” or a set
of overlapping protection mechanisms that provide certainty and trust that AI systems will
operate as intended. With an orientation towards the public interest, the federal government
should be the primary stakeholder to develop this ecosystem of AI assurance, and can work in
collaboration with academic researchers and civil society.

While both the 2016 Plan and 2019 Update highlight the need for AI evaluations to verify system
safety, more work remains to be done. We must develop standardized performance and safety
indicators, be able to accurately and uniformly measure those indicators, and create a
process to regularly evaluate AI models at scale. This system would need to be built with
adaptability in mind, in order to evolve measurement techniques with new developments from
the research community. By placing renewed emphasis on Strategies 4 and 6 of the Strategic
Plan, the federal government can stay more attuned to real-time progress and foster a responsible
R&D environment.

The Government Should Support Broader Participation in AI Development (Strategies 1 & 5)

We echo the concern in the 2016 Plan that states “progress [will] suffer if AI training and testing
is limited to only a few entities,” and unfortunately, this consolidation is already apparent in the
recent releases of large-scale AI systems. The federal government can rectify this imbalance by
creating public experimental infrastructure – a shared research environment that includes access
to compute resources and datasets through a centralized user interface. An initiative of this sort
could facilitate large-scale AI experimentation and model development for academic
stakeholders, and it is the strongest way to support long-term investments in AI research
(Strategy 1).

Since the 2019 Update was written, Congress passed the National AI Initiative Act of 2020,
which among other efforts, directed the National Science Foundation (NSF) and the Office of
Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) to form a National AI Research Resource (NAIRR) Task
Force to design a roadmap for how this kind of shared public infrastructure could be created at
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scale. The NAIRR represents an opportunity to both restore a healthy balance between industry
and academic contributions to AI R&D, and also to include researchers that have historically
been underrepresented in AI.

Anthropic firmly supports the goals of the NAIRR; we view its future establishment to be
the successful manifestation of Strategy 1, and the ideal environment to host the compute
resources, datasets, and testbeds outlined in Strategy 5. Without the NAIRR, academic
researchers would need to negotiate and manage compute access with cloud service providers or
high-performance computing centers, spend valuable research time on software management
needs, and work only with open source data or data available within their institution. Instead of
accessing communal resources through centrally-managed infrastructure, every academic
research effort would need to tackle these hurdles independently, ultimately taking away from
time spent on innovative R&D.

The need for sufficient computational resources and high-quality datasets reflected in the 2019
Update to Strategy 5 has become even more pronounced in this new era of general AI systems.
As described above, the amount of compute required for major AI projects has rapidly increased
over time, with general AI systems being among the most compute-intensive. With sufficient
funding, the NAIRR can help reintegrate the academic stakeholders that have been pushed out of
frontier research due to rising costs in model development. To ensure academia can build and
research the kinds of general systems currently developed by industry actors, the NAIRR should
reserve a non-trivial percentage of compute resources for a handful of industry-scale projects.

Strategy 5 accurately notes that the resources to train and test AI systems – including compute,
quality datasets, and interactive testbeds – is a “significant ‘public good’ challenge”. While
private industry has access to an abundance of proprietary data from deployed commercial
products, AI researchers in academia typically rely on open source datasets or data available
within a university setting. A shared experimental resource such as the NAIRR could provide
secure access to public sector data for research in areas with broad societal relevance (e.g.
healthcare, climate, the economy, etc.), rather than commercial interests of the private sector10.

Competitive AI R&D Requires Robust System Assurance (Strategies 4 & 6)

If the federal government wants to ensure the U.S. AI research and development community is
working in the interests of both the economy and the nation at large, then the government will
need more detailed and timely information about how AI research is progressing. Specifically,
the government should seek to measure and monitor the AI research landscape (or work with
partners who can), to give it better information about the rapidly evolving state of the AI
ecosystem. In doing so, the government will be better equipped to evaluate new research

10 Stanford University Human-Centered Artificial Intelligence. (2021, October). Building a National AI Research
Resource. https://hai.stanford.edu/white-paper-building-national-ai-research-resource
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priorities, compare the strength of the US R&D landscape relative to other countries, and create
standardized approaches to impact assessments and system assurance7.

In addition to building out dedicated monitoring infrastructure, the federal government can
continue to collaborate with external experts to better understand current research efforts at the
frontier of the field. Through public comment periods and advisory bodies such as the National
AI Advisory Committee (NAIAC), a range of stakeholders can present a more comprehensive
and representative account of the AI R&D landscape. Without the real-time insights made
possible through regular monitoring and public participation, the information asymmetry
between the private and public sectors will widen. This asymmetry increases the risk of unsafe
deployments, reactive regulatory responses, and the development of AI evaluation programs that
benefit commercial actors rather than the public7.

Beyond keeping the government informed of the speed of AI progress, investing in an assurance
ecosystem will allow multiple stakeholders the ability to properly evaluate and verify AI systems
for performance and safety. System assurance provides model developers with certainty in the
reliability of their models, end users with trust that models will act as intended, and government
stakeholders with confidence that systems are safe for the general public. Effective evaluation is
also a necessary prerequisite for meaningful regulation. For a wide variety of other powerful
technologies (e.g. aviation, food and drugs, vehicles, etc.), we have dedicated institutions that
develop product safety standards and rigorously test systems for compliance, yet we lack the
equivalent for AI.

Assurance is critical not only for verifying system safety – it also enables stronger R&D.
Strategy 6 of the 2016 Plan correctly recognizes that “benchmarks [and evaluations] drive
innovation by promoting advancements aimed at addressing strategically selected scenarios; they
additionally provide objective data to track the evolution of AI science and technologies”. In the
six years following the release of the 2016 Strategic Plan, we’ve witnessed incredible progress in
the field of AI but unfortunately, the development of objective standards and benchmarks has not
kept pace with technological progress.

While isolated measures of performance and safety exist for specific domains, no comprehensive
assurance system exists for the vast range of AI technologies in development and in use today.
For certain tasks such as image recognition, the AI & ML community can turn to standardized
datasets and evaluations (e.g. ImageNet11) to measure the performance of computer vision
models. Drawing on this foundation, we must build standardized ways to measure and test the
potential social effects of these systems — Do they exhibit bias? Do they act in accordance with
widely-held human values? Do they share sensitive data that may have been encountered during
model training?

11 Imagenet. Retrieved Mar 1, 2022, from https://www.image-net.org/index.php
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We see this work as best suited to the public sector and organizations such as the National
Institutes of Standards and Technology (NIST), with support from the broader research
community. The development of AI testbeds, created and managed by NIST, would allow for the
comparative evaluation of different AI models using centralized datasets and standardized testing
protocols. In addition to building testbeds directly, NIST could validate and collate evaluations
created by independent researchers to create a catalog of NIST-approved tests for deployed
models and those in development. These are significant efforts; NIST and others charged with
this work must be properly resourced in both infrastructure and expert personnel.

In parallel with efforts to build standards and benchmarks, the federal government should
provide financial grants to researchers specifically interested in building measures of AI
assurance and could do so through initiatives such as the NAIRR. A significant allocation of
research grants could be reserved for researchers developing assurance indicators with wide
societal relevance, including measures of model bias or accuracy. Broader participation in the
development and evaluation of AI systems will lead to a more comprehensive and representative
ecosystem for AI assurance. Being able to objectively measure and validate how AI systems
perform (Strategy 6) will be a critical component to ensure their safety and security (Strategy 4).

Conclusion

In the time since the 2019 Update was written, we’ve seen a rapid emergence of increasingly
capable, general AI systems. These models demonstrate a surprising range of capabilities, ones
they were never explicitly trained to do. They’re used to augment the work of professionals and
hobbyists, and they present us with expanded possibilities for what it means to generate outputs
that are creative, valuable, and socially relevant. When a diverse network of people can play an
active role in the development and oversight of these systems, we’re far more likely to have AI
technologies that can be used to tackle meaningful challenges with broad public interest.

The Plan’s strategic priorities – if supported fully – are directionally aligned with the needs of a
future where these systems are integrated into multiple facets of everyday life. The government
can accelerate progress in long-term, fundamental research (Strategy 1) by expanding public
access to experimental infrastructure (Strategy 5). By creating a robust ecosystem for AI
monitoring and assurance (Strategies 4 and 6), the government can ensure that those
advancements are safe, trusted, and broadly beneficial.

Thank you for your work on this critical topic, and for the opportunity to provide input.
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